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N-body simulations are used to assess the importance of discrete ion-ion Coulomb interactions in an
electron-free plasma sheath, where ordinary Debye screening is ineffective. The angular dispersion 0, ,
of the ion flux incident on the cathode is found to have a power-law dependence on a parameter 0
measuring the "graininess" of the sheath electric field, and an explanation for the observed exponent in
this relation is postulated in terms of diffusion theory. In the Coulomb logarithm, a lower cutoff 6;„
equal to a fraction of the mean ion-ion distance at the plasma-sheath boundary is determined, while the
upper cutoff b,„appears to be no more than about ten times the sheath thickness d; no sustained loga-
rithmic growth of 8, with the lateral extent a over which Coulomb interactions are taken into account
was observed. For sheath parameters representative of the low-pressure weakly ionized discharges used
in very-large-scale-integration manufacturing processes, the dispersion due to Coulomb scattering in the
sheath is typically t9, , ~ 0. 1'.
PACS number(s): 52.20.—j, 52.40.Hf, 52.65.+z
I. INTRODUCTION
For a quasineutral plasma, it is customary to ignore
long-range Coulomb interactions between charged parti-
cles over length scales exceeding the Debye length A.D
when assessing the perturbative effect of such interactions
upon the trajectory of an individual "test particle. " This
remedies a logarithmic divergence of the dynamical-
friction and Uelocity diQusio-n coefficients, which measure
the rate at which the test particle's systematic velocity
decays and the growth of its random longitudinal and
transverse velocity components [1], and is physically
plausible on the grounds that the highly mobile electron
gas redistributes over length scales ~ A, D so as to
effectively "screen" externally imposed fields or Coulomb
forces between particles.
However, in a plasma sheath, i.e., the extended region
of positive space charge and depleted electron density
that forms adjacent to any material surface in contact
with the plasma, ordinary Debye screening is inoperative,
and the degree to which discrete Coulomb interactions
can influence the trajectories of ions as they flow across
the sheath is uncertain. (The lateral extent of the sheath,
determined by the surface dimensions, is typically much
larger than its thickness, which in turn is usually many
Debye lengths. )
A similar dilemma arises in another physical context
where unscreened Coulomb forces act over large dis-
tances: the gravitational N-body problem. In self-
gravitating systems such as star clusters and galaxies,
Chandrasekhar [2] has argued that two-body encounters
at distances appreciably greater than the mean interparti-
cle spacing 1 may be neglected (see also [3]), whereas
empirical estimates of the Coulomb logarithm —based on
monitoring the secular evolution of bound clusters in nu-
merical simulations [4]—suggest, on the contrary, that
interactions on all length scales up to the characteristic
system dimension L contribute to "relaxation" effects.
Apart from its theoretical interest, the problem of as-
sessing the role of discrete Coulomb forces in sheaths
may also be of practical importance in the plasma pro-
cessing of semiconductor materials [5]. Current very-
large-scale-integration (VLSI) designs call for reactive-ion
etching of deep "trenches" with very high aspect ratios,
for which an angular dispersion of 1' or less from a strict-
ly collimated ion flux across the sheath might have dis-
cernible manufacturing implications.
While there has been considerable effort recently in
modeling the angular and energy distribution of ions ac-
celerated across the sheaths of low-pressure dc and rf
discharges [6—10], these studies have universally ignored
the two-body Coulomb interactions of ions. This is often
justified by the observation that, under typical process-
plasma conditions, the ionization fraction f; of the
discharge gas is very low —typically 10 or less.
It should be noted, however, that the mean ion-ion dis-
tance exceeds the mean ion-neutral distance only by a
factor -f; '~ . Since Coulomb forces have a much
greater "reach" than those between ions and neutrals-
e.g., polarization attraction [11]—the argument cited
above is not convincing. (Of course, if the sheath thick-
ness d is not much smaller than the mean free path A, fp
for "direct collisions" with neutrals, in which short-range
forces induce large deflections, the angular distribution of
the incident-ion flux will be totally dominated by ion-
neutral scattering. }
In this paper we report on numerical experiments
designed to reexamine the unscreened Coulomb force
problem, within the plasma-sheath context, from first
principles. We appeal to a direct N-body scheme, in
which particle motions are integrated under forces ob-
tained by an explicit summation over pairwise interac-
tions (see Appendix A). This approach is computational-
ly very expensive, but it faithfully reproduces the stochas-
tic nature of the forcefield experienced by each particle,
and allows for very accurate integration of small-angle
deflections —unlike traditional particle-mesh schemes
[12] used to simulate macroscopic plasma phenomena.
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However, since the particle number N cannot exceed
—10 in practice, the behavior of physical systems can
only be inferred by bold extrapolation of the simulation
results.
II. SUMMARY OF RELATED THEORY
Before proceeding to the N-body simulations, we first
give a brief synopsis of existing theory for particle trans-
port in a stochastic Coulomb field, and assess its suitabili-
ty to the plasma sheath context. The change in velocity
of a "test" particle moving under the Coulomb influence
of a background of "field" particles has been studied in
detail by Chandrasekhar, in the context of stellar dynam-
ics [2] (see also [13,14]). In the case of plasma systems,
Spitzer [1] summarizes Chandrasekhar's results as fol-
lows: For a test particle of mass m and charge q moving
at speed U relative to a background of similar field parti-
cles having uniform number density n and a Maxwellian
velocity distribution characterized by temperature T, the
change of U is described approximately by the quantities
and
q n lnA erf(x) exp( —x )
2~e20mkT 2X 2 V~X
z) q n lnA erf(x) exp(
—x')
2rreom u 2x +rrx
q n lnA f( )
erf(x) exp( —x )
2n. 'me'v 2x ' &~x
(2)
where x=(mu /2kT)' and erf(x) denotes the "error
function"
erf(x) = —J exp( t )dt . —V'tr 0 (3)
Here, lnA is the "Coulomb logarithm, " A=b, „/b
being the ratio of the largest to the smallest impact pa-
rameters of Coulomb interactions that have been taken
into consideration. Clearly, we require b;„)0 and
b,„(oo for the quantities (1) and (2) to have finite
values.
The quantity ( b, u
~
) is the "dynamical-friction"
coefficient —it measures the rate at which the test parti-
cle is systematically slowed down (dynamical friction al-
ways opposes the particle's sense of motion, as indicated
by the minus sign). The longitudinal and transverse ve-
locity "diffusion" coefficients ((bv~ ) ) and ((bv~) ) give
the rate of increase of the mean square random velocity
components, parallel and perpendicular to the sense of
motion. [Expressions (1) and (2) represent only the
"dominant" dynamical-friction and diffusion terms—
namely, those that are proportional to lnA; in special cir-
cumstances, other terms may be of comparable or even
greater magnitude. ]
If Eqs. (1) and (2) are used to describe the effect of ion-
ion collisions in a weakly coupled quasineutral plasma, it







III. NOMINAL (CONTINUUM) SHEATH MODEL
We consider a collisionless sheath, i.e., one in which
the mean free path I, f for collisions of ions with neu-
trals greatly exceeds the sheath thickness d, and we as-
sume that ionization within the sheath is negligible. We
also ignore electrons, assuming that their density drops
rapidly within the sheath. The sheath structure is then
governed only by the space-charge-limited motion of ions
from the plasma-sheath boundary (z =0) to the cathode
(z =d ).
Let F=npup be the flux of ions, of charge q and mass
m, incident on the plane z =0 from the plasma. Here, np
is the number density of ions and electrons (assumed
equal) at the plasma-sheath boundary, and the directed
initial velocity up of ions is assumed to satisfy the Bohrn
criterion [19):
where T, is the electron temperature for the plasma bulk
(see also [20]).
If discrete Coulomb interactions between ions are
in the ratio A=b, „/b;„(assuming unit-charge ions and
full ionization). Here, b,„ is the Debye length, while
b;„ is the Landau length —the closest approach of two
ions moving at the characteristic thermal speed. Due to
the absence of thermal equilibrium and Debye screening,
however, these values are not applicable in the sheath
context (values of b,„and b;„appropriate to plasma
sheaths will be discussed in Sec. V below).
Now the relevance of expressions (1) and (2) to the
problem of assessing how much angular dispersion
discrete Coulomb interactions induce in the ion flux
traversing a sheath seems tenuous at best. The nominal
sheath structure involves strong density gradients and
rapid streaming motions (see Sec. III below); any random
motions about the stream velocity are likely non-
Maxwellian and anisotropic. Furthermore, these random
motions arise (in part, at least) from the Coulomb interac-
tions themselves —any "temperature" we associate with
them cannot be regarded as a fixed, ad hoc parameter.
Since every ion must serve as both a "test" and a "field"
particle, the approximation of an invariant background
distribution is invalid.
The Fokker-Planck equation [15] offers a more sophis-
ticated approach, where the coefficients (1) and (2) are
generalized to non-Maxwellian systems and are then used
to formulate an equation satisfied by the steady-state dis-
tribution function (see, for example [16—18]). In the
present context, however, this yields a nonlinear, partial
integro-differential equation that is not easy to treat
analytically. We shall see in Sec. VI below that, using
just the elementary theory described above, we can for-
mulate plausible explanations for certain scaling relation-
ships observed in the simulations.
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u (z) = [up —2q V(z)/m ]'~ and n(z)u(z) =npup,
and on substituting the above into Poisson's equation
d V/dz = qn(—z)/ep,






for the potential, which is to be solved subject to the ini-
tial conditions
neglected, the sheath profiles for the ion number density
n (z) and stream velocity u(z), and the electrostatic po-
tential V(z), are governed by a modified form [21] of the
"Child-Langmuir law. " By conservation of energy and




is satisfied, then Eq. (13) has a unique real root for all
$)0. The solution to Eq. (13) may then be given in
closed form as
1 —24(g) =3K + [&A(g)+B(g)]'~
—[&A (g) —B(g)]'~ (17}
where the polynomials A (g) and B(g) are given in terms
of (14}by
A (g) =Q'(g)[ —,'Q(g)+K'],
B(g)=—,'Q (g)+9K Q(g)+27K
(18)
It may be shown [21] that if the quantity K is
sufficiently small, namely, that if the condition
V(0)=0 and dV = —Ep,
dz z=p
(8)
Using Eqs. (6}, the dimensionless ion stream velocity
and number density may be expressed in terms of (17) as
Ep being the electric field at the plasma-sheath boundary.
It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables
for time, distance, and the ion density and stream veloci-
ty as follows:
Equivalently [21],we have
ri(g) =K+ [&C(g)+D(g)]' —[&C(g)—D(g)]'
z n ur=topt, g — ) v=, YJ
AD np up
where




where C(g) and D(g) are the polynomials




d4 1 . d4
2
= — with 4(0)=0,
dg Vl —24 ' dg ~ p
(12)
(where 6p=q ADEp/mu p ). The general solution to (12) is
somewhat involved; we summarize it below and refer the
reader to [21] for further details.
Obviously, 4(g) depends only on the single parameter
Cp. In general, it satisfies a cubic equation of the form
(1—24) +c2(1—24) +c,(1—24}+cp=0,
where, in terms of the quantities
(13)
9/2 3gp





the coefficients c2,c„cp may be expressed as
c2 = —9K, c, = —6KQ(g), cp = —Q (g) . (15)
represent the (ion) plasma frequency and the Debye
length —if we take up =kT, /m —at the plasma-sheath





as the dimensionless forms of the potential V(z) and elec-
tric field E(z). The initial-value problem defined by (7)
and (8) then becomes
Note that when condition (16) is satisfied, all of the radi-
cal expressions in Eqs. (17) and (19}have real values for
g) 0
The dimensionless electric field is the negative of the
derivative of 4(g) as given by (17), but a more convenient
expression for it may be obtained by differentiating the






c', (g) and cp(g) being derivatives of the coefficients (15)
with respect to g.
IV. PARAMETERS FOR N-BODY SIMULATIONS
Direct N-body integration schemes for particles in-
teracting through long-range forces are subject to rather
severe limitations on the number of particles that can be
followed (see Appendix A for a description of the method
used here}. In the present context, this fact has two im-
mediate implications.
(i) We can model only a Pnite volume of an infinite
plane-parallel sheath; this imposes an artificial upper
bound on the length scales over which ion-ion interac-
tions contribute to scattering and relaxation phenomena.
(ii) Simulation particles do not represent individual
ions but rather superparticles, in which the mass and
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charge of many ions are coalesced; the physical conse-
quences of such "lumping" must be accounted for.
These limitations may be compensated for by indepen-
dently varying the number of particles used and the
characteristic dimension of the simulation "control
volume" over the greatest practical ranges, and then at-
tempting to extrapolate from such simulations to results
that are pertinent to physical values of the parameters.
A. The superparticle factor
Nc =ND v d (22)
where v is the dimensionless density given by Eq. (19) and
a numerical quadrature is required. Here we have intro-





i.e., the total number of electrons in a Debye sphere (at
the plasma-sheath boundary). We note that the factor
Nc
(24)
by which the number N of particles actually used in simu-
lations falls short of (22) indicates the number of ions that
have been lumped into each "superparticle. " We shall be
interested in the extrapolation of results obtained at large
values of 0 and finite values of o, to the limits 0~1 and
In the simulations we employ a cylindrical control
volume C whose axis is perpendicular to the cathode. C
is of length d, the sheath thickness, and radius a, which
may be varied to assess the importance of encounters
over increasing length scales. If (r, P,z) and (U„,v&, U, )
denote the cylindrical coordinates and velocity com-
ponents of any particle, its confinement to the volume C
may be effected by negating U„whenever r )a. Note that
such "reflections" from the control-volume walls have no
influence on the polar angle distribution of the ion veloci-
ties.
Writing 5=d/A. D and a=a/kD, the physical number
of ions within the control volume is given by
tories of ions inside it. Es(r) represents this smooth field;
it counterbalances the tendency of the particles in C, un-
der their mutual repulsions, to deviate in the mean from
the longitudinal distribution given by (19) or to develop
radial density gradients.
Now by the principle of superposition, we may write
Es(r) =E(z )z —Ec(r), (26)
where the first term on the right denotes the modified
Child-Langmuir field derived in Sec. III, while Ec(r)
represents the contribution to the former of the smooth
charge distribution inside the control volume C. Since
Ec(r) is not strictly longitudinal, the field Es(r) evidently
has a radial component at each location. Note that, in
dynamical equilibrium, the N body t-erm in Eq. (25) be-
comes identical to Ec(r) in the limit N~ co. Thus, for





The evaluation of the integral (29) is described in Appen-
dix B.
With (p, g)=(rlkD, zlko), the dimensionless form of
Eq. (28) is
representing motion in the smooth longitudinal Child-
Langmuir field with a superposed rapidly fluctuating
"stochastic" field E(r, t ) of zero mean value (arising from
the discrete Coulomb interactions).
We formulate the field Ec(r) due to the smoothed-out
charge distribution within the control volume C as the
negative gradient of the potential
d
Vc(r, z) =q Vd;,k(r, z —z')n(z')dz', (28)
0
where the function V~;,k describes, in cylindrical coordi-
nates, the potential due to a uniform disk of unit charge
density and radius a, centered on the origin in the plane
z =0.
1 ~ +~ r'dy dr'
Vd;,k(r, z
4'irido o —~ +r' —2rr'cosp+r +z
(29)
Q,'~ 00.
B. Smooth field within the control volume




For particles of charge q; and mass m;, the equations
of motion are disk(p~ 0 ) eO D Vdisk ( DP& D 0)
dr; q; 1 & r, —rg q +Es(r, )m; 417eo (25)
for i =1, . . . , N, where Ez(r) denotes a smooth field,
which is defined as follows.
Although, in terms of monitoring the angular scatter-
ing of ions due to discrete Coulomb interactions, we will
ignore the mutual repulsions of any pair of ions whose
members are not both inside the control volume C, it is
nevertheless essential to incorporate the influence of the
mean field due to all charges outside of C upon the trajec-
and v(g) is the dimensionless ion density given by Eq.
(19). The complicated form of the integrand in (30)
means that 4&c (p, g) must be computed numerically.
However, it will be very inefficient to perform this quad-
rature at the current position of a particle each time it is
to be stepped. Since +c(p, g) is a smoothly varying func-
tion, it may be described to high accuracy by evaluating
it just once on a suitable grid of m Xn locations (p, g& )
within the control volume and using a C bicubic
"tensor-product" spline to interpolate for intermediate
values.
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Rj (i leap ) =5;j and Z» ( Ihg) =5»( (32)
for O~i, j &m and 0&k, I ~n. As end conditions, we
employ quadratic end spans, except for the radial basis at
P=0, where the condition Rj'(0) =0 for j=0, . . . , m is
imposed to ensure that particles on the symmetry axis of
the control volume C experience no radial force due to
Es(r)
The smooth force field Es(r) within the control volume
C is illustrated in Fig. 1 for two different aspect ratios of
C, using the density distribution (19) with 60=1. Note
that the radial component of Es(r) is always negative,
counteracting the tendency of the simulation particles
within C to diffuse radially outward under their mutual
repulsions.
C. Use of "softened" forces
Writing g, = r,. /A, D and r =e t, and assuming super-
particles of equal mass m; =Qm and charge q; =Qq for
i = 1, . . . , N, the dimensionless form of the equations of
motion (25) becomes
j ( j() lg' gjl
(33)
Thus, writing hp=a/m and b(=5/n, we use the ap-
proximation
m n
@c(p,g)= g g ~j»Rj(P)Z»(g),
j=Ok =0
where @j»=Wc(pj, g» ) denotes the true potential at loca-
tion (jap, khan), obtained by explicit evaluation of (30).
The radial and longitudinal spline bases [R (p)] and
[Z»(g)] used in (31) are C piecewise-cubic functions
[22] satisfying the interpolatory conditions
fori =1, . . . , N, where
6g (g):((lkD /mtt o )Es(r /AD )
and the "coupling constant" for the N-body term,
Nc /ND
(34)
[ ~g g ~2+ 2~ 2]3/2
This corresponds to the interparticle potential
~2+ 2+ 2] —(/2
(35)
instead of 4; ~ ~g, —g ~ '. The softening parameters o,
may be regarded as finite "radii" of the particles, over
which their charges are distributed.
Note that the "softened" interactions are virtually in-
distinguishable from ordinary Coulomb forces at dis-
tances large compared to the particle radii. For physical
systems in which close-range encounters play an
insignificant role —such as the ion flux in a sheath —the
use of softened forces does not materially alter the simu-
lation results (we verify this empirically below). Further-
more, manipulating the values of the softening parame-
ters allows an "effective" value for the minimum impact
parameter b;„, appropriate to the sheath context, to be
directly measured —in lieu of expression (4). Unless oth-
erwise stated, we employ a uniform value 0.=0.01 in
every run, this being a small fraction of the mean inter-
particle spacing in all regimes.
is proportional to the superparticle factor (24) and in-
versely proportional to the plasma parameter (23). The
second form for I (v given above arises from Eq. (24) and
illustrates that I ~ ~N ' for fixed physical sheath pa-
rameters (Nc /ND = const) [see Eqs. (22) and (23)].
As a computational convenience, the singularities of
the Coulomb forces in Eqs. (33) may be eliminated by
"softening" the interaction at small distances —for exam-
ple, by modifying the denominator of the jth particle
contribution to the N-body sum in (33) to
V. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
1~
(w
FIG. 1. Variation of the smooth force field E&(r) given by
Eq. (26) over an axial cross section of the cylindrical control
volume C, for two values of the aspect ratio 2a/6.
In any simulation, particles initially have longitudinal
positions and velocities satisfying the modified Child-
Langmuir profiles (19); they have no transverse velocity
components, and their radial distribution is uniform.
The orientation of each particle velocity vector is record-
ed upon arrival at the cathode; for each particle absorbed
at the cathode, we introduce a new one at the plasma-
sheath boundary —this emulates a uniform flux and en-
sures that the total particle number N remains constant
during the simulation.
We record only those particles received at the cathode
that have made a full sheath traversal. Upon replacing
any particle at the cathode by one at the plasma-sheath
boundary, the integration scheme is "restarted" so as to
minimize errors that would otherwise be induced by
discontinuities in the force field due to the sudden ap-
pearance and disappearance of particles. This means that
all the particles must be synchronized (see Appendix A),
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affording an opportunity to sample their global distribu-
tion for the purpose of computing time-averaged density,
velocity, and mean-field profiles.
Since we cannot afford to explore the parameter space
defining the sheath structure in much detail, we choose a
"canonical" case about which only a single parameter
will be varied in a given sequence of runs. The nominal
physical model for this case is the time-average sheath of
an 02 rf discharge, with assumed sheath thickness d =2
mm, a gas pressure and temperature of 5 mTorr and 350
K, electron temperature T, =10 K, and ionization frac-
tion f; = 5 X 10 —the plasma parameter (23) is then
XD=1.67X10 . In the canonical case we take a =1 mm
for the radius of the control volume.
In dimensionless terms, the control-volume size is
given by 5=2a=23. 9, while the potential drop across
the sheath is ~4(5)~ =90.2 (the electric field at the
plasma-sheath boundary is assumed to be Bc= 1). The
superparticle factor is then 0 =7.31 X 10 N '. To
achieve uniform sampling in a sequence of runs with
different particle numbers, the duration of each run-
excluding the initial "settling" period —is taken to be in-
versely proportional to X.
A. Verification of dynamical equilibrium
The deviations of the ion motions from the continuum
description of Sec. III that we wish to monitor are quite
subtle, so it is important to establish that the simulation
scheme does indeed agree with the modified Child-
Langmuir model in the mean. Figure 2 compares the
time-averaged sheath structure, determined from the par-
ticle distributions, with the Child-Langmuir model in a
typical case. The agreement is seen to be very good, al-
though the statistics are much better for longitudinal
profiles than radial ones since, on traversing the sheath, a
particle may be sampled at each longitudinal coordinate,
whereas its radial coordinate is roughly constant.
We have also monitored the time-average electric field
(due to the smooth component 6s and the fluctuating
contribution of the N particles) in the control volume.
No systematic deviation of this mean field from the strict-
ly longitudinal Child-Langmuir form could be discerned;
the residual vector difference was found to have a magni-
tude that decreased continuously with the sampling fre-
quency and an orientation varying randomly with loca-
tion.
longitudinal distance (;








Figure 3 shows, on a log-log plot, the measured depen-
dence of 0, , on 0 for a sequence of 11 runs in which the
particle number X is uniformly increased through the
values 12,25, 50, 100, . . . , 12800, all other quantities be-
ing held constant. The "error bars" shown here (and, un-
less otherwise stated, in all subsequent plots of this form)
indicate the spread of the angular distributions; they
represent "one-sided" standard deviations, for angles less
than and greater than 0, , (see Fig. 4). They should not
be construed as measures of the uncertainty in 0„„
which is typically much smaller.
The dashed line represents a least-squares fit to the
data, extended to the physical limit 0=1. This extrapo-
lation is not incredible, since the available data are re-
markably linear and cover more than three decades in 0,
while less than four additional decades are required to at-
tain the desired limit. No new physical effects are expect-
ed to arise as 0 is continuously reduced.
For the canonical sheath model, we infer that the phys-
ical ion flux at the cathode has an angular distribution
characterized by 0, ,=0.06' (considering only interac-
tions on length scales not exceeding the sheath thickness
and assuming a perfectly "cold" ion flux at the plasma-
sheath boundary). This is probably below current experi-
mental resolution, although it is not utterly negligible.
Different values of the sheath parameters can give rise to
greater angular dispersions (see Sec. V E below).
B. Dependence of 0, , on 0
The simulation particles experience a stochastic field
whose "graininess" is enhanced by the superparticle fac-
tor 0, over that in a physical sheath. Thus, we need to in-
vestigate the rate at which the angular dispersion of the
ion flux diminishes as this factor is reduced toward the
physical limit 0, = 1.
For reasons that will become apparent in Sec. VI, we
prefer to characterize the angular dispersion by the root-
mean-square polar angle 0„,=+(0 ) of the ion veloci-
ties upon arrival at the cathode, rather than the mean
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FIG. 2. Comparison of time-averaged profiles (dots) for the
particle stream velocity and number density obtained in a typi-
cal run with the modified Child-Langmuir profiles (smooth
curves) defined by Eq. (19).
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superparticle factor 0
FIG. 3. Dependence of the scattering angle 8, , on the super-
particle factor 0 for a series of simulations using an increasing
number N of particles, with all other parameters held constant
(note that both axes are logarithmic). The dashed line
represents a least-squares fit to the available data, extended to
the physical limit 0= 1.
The data of Fig. 3 are consistent with a power-law rela-
tion O, , cx-Q, the exponent estimated from the least-
squares fit being k =0.294+0.004. This relation is
significantly weaker than the &0 scaling that naive sta-
tistical arguments might suggest, indicating the impor-
tance of nonlinear effects. We will attempt to explain the
measured value of k in Sec. VI below.









FIG. 4. Angular distribution of ions incident on the cathode
in a typical case. The location of the root-mean-square value
I9, „and the angular "spread" (defined by one-sided standard
deviations) about 0, „are shown.
For large-I Coulomb systems, it is commonly under-
stood that the numerous small deflections due to distant
interactions will have a greater cumulative scattering
efFect than infrequent close approaches I1,2]; we may ex-
pect this to be especially true for repulsive systems of
like-sign charges, such as the ion flux in a sheath. Fur-
thermore, in order to avoid a divergence of quantities
that incur an integration over impact parameters —such
as the dynamical-friction and velocity-diffusion coef-
ficients (1) and (2)—a finite lower bound b;„must be im-
posed on the range of interactions considered.
Using the Landau length quoted in Eq. (4) for b;„ is
not justified in the present context, since the ion gas in
the sheath is far from thermal equilibrium and cannot
usefully be characterized by a temperature T. However,
desingularizing the Coulomb forces by introducing
softening parameters [see Eq. (35) above] allows us to
directly measure an "effective" value for b;„by observ-
ing when, as the finite particle size is increased, it begins
to influence the angular distribution measured at the
cathode.
In the present context, we find that b;„can be accu-
rately characterized as a fraction f of the mean interpar-
ticle spacing lo == (Q 'no ) ' at the plasma sheat-h





as the lower cutoff appropriate to any given simulation,
with the unique coefficient f to be determined empirical-
















































0.005 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.32 0.64 1.28
softening parameter o
FIG. 5. Dependence of the scattering angle 0, , on the
softening parameter o. for two runs with different particle num-
bers. Note that 0, „as well as the angular spread indicated by
the "error" bars, is essentially constant when o (P;„,the value
adopted in Eq. (36) for the lower bound in the Coulomb loga-
rithm (indicated here by the dashed line).
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In both cases we see that, when the softening radius o. is
reduced below some threshold value (which may be
identified with P;„/&2), 8, , and the angular spread
asymptote to unique values.
The dashed lines in Fig. 5 indicate the values
o =P;„/&2 with the choice f= ,' in —(36). While there is
some ambiguity in the precise location of the threshold
that determines P;„,it amounts to no more than a factor
of 2, corresponding to an insignificant uncertainty in the
value of lnA.
[Note that if the softening parameter o is increased too
far and becomes comparable to the mean interparticle
spacing at any location, it will begin to compromise the
capacity of the particles to exert a mean field that accu-
rately compensates the term Ec(r) in Eq. (26). The ideal
of Eq. (27)—corresponding to motion in a stochastic,
zero-mean field E(r, t) superposed on the smooth, longi-
tudinal Child-Langmuir field E(z)—is then no longer
realized, and measurements of the angular distribution
cannot be trusted because systematic radial field com-
ponents begin to develop. This artifact is manifested by a
sudden upturn of the scattering angle I9, , if one attempts
to extend the data of Fig. 5 to larger o values. ]
The fact that P;„ is determined by the mean interpar-
ticle spacing at the plasma-sheath boundary —where the
ion density is highest —is consistent with arguments that
will be presented in Sec. VI below.
D. Search for abound on b,„
We have attempted to investigate the influence of
Coulomb interactions over increasing length scales by ex-
panding the radius of the control volume C with all other
parameters held fixed. Unfortunately, the dynamic range
in the aspect ratio 2a/5 that can be explored is very lim-
ited since, for fixed 0, doubling a incurs a fourfold in-
crease in the particle number N.
(Note that, for a given a, our model slightly underesti
mates the overall effect of interactions on length scales a
in the transverse direction. Whereas a particle traversing
the control volume C along its axis will be surrounded by
other particles at distances up to a in all transverse direc-
tions, one whose trajectory lies near the periphery of C
will experience a weaker stochastic field since particles
outside C have been replaced by the smooth field Cs.)
Figure 6 shows, in the usual manner, the observed
dependence of 0, , on the control-volume aspect ratio
2a/5 over a dynamic range of just 16. To keep 0 fixed,
the particle number N must be increased so as to main-
tain, from run to run, a fixed mean density at each longi-
tudinal distance into the sheath. Even if we begin with
the small value N =25 at 2a/5= 1, it is difficult to extend
the data much beyond one decade in the aspect ratio.
Since the variation of 0, , seen in Fig. 6 is quite subtle,
some numerical values are provided in Table I together
with estimates of their uncertainties —based on sampling
a total of —12 800 ion traversals in each run. There is an
incontrovertible increase in 0, , as Coulomb interactions
over an increasing lateral extent are taken into account.
Thus, taking P,„=6 in 1nA would definitely underesti

























control-volume aspect ratio 2a/6
16 32
FIG. 6. Dependence of the scattering angle 0„,on the loga-
rithm of the control-volume aspect ratio 2a/5.
(37)
with P;„given by (36), the simulations suggest that the
argument of the first logarithm should be no more than













flux in typical sheath contexts.
Since theoretical arguments (see Sec. VI) suggest that
the mean square -angle (8 ) =8„, should grow in pro-
portion to lnA, we plot this quantity in Fig. 7 against the
logarithm of 2a/5 on a greatly magnified scale, with er-
ror bars reflecting the estimated uncertainty of each
value. Evidently, (8 ) does not continue to grow linear-
ly with In(2a/5) —we observe a definite asymptotic ten-
dency, suggesting that a finite "effective" upper cutoff
P,„exists.
It is not essential to assume that P,„~a in order to
infer a finite upper cutoff from Fig. 7. One might also
postulate that P,„grows like the geometric mean
(a 5)'i of the transverse and longitudinal dimensions,
but this also predicts a (somewhat slower) linear increase
of 8„,with In(2a/5). Perhaps the main conclusion to be
drawn from Figs. 6 and 7 is that, even in the absence of
Debye screening, a sustained logarithmic growth of
scattering and relaxation phenomena with the system di-
mensions is not achieved.
Unfortunately, the available data are insufficient in
quality and extent to draw any definitive conclusions re-
garding the upper cutoff in the Coulomb logarithm. For
practical purposes, however, if we split lnA up as

















control-volume aspect ratio 2u/5
16
FIG. 7. The mean-square polar angle (8') =8', , of ion ve-
locities at the cathode plotted against the logarithm of the as-
pect ratio on a magnified scale. Here the error bars represent
uncertainties in (8') due to the sampling statistics, not the
spread of the angular distribution.
-10. In that case, the contribution of the second term
will invariably dominate in the limit A~1.
The behavior seen in Fig. 7 is consistent with the no-
tion that a form of Debye screening occurs even in a
"non-neutral plasma, " consisting of a single species of
particles of like charge in dynamical equilibrium with




ure 8(a) shows, consistent with this expectation, the mea-
sured values of 0, , against 5. To compare with the
theory outlined in Sec. VI, we also show in Fig 8(b) the
variation of 8, , with the ultimate stream velocity g(5)
on a log-log plot. The least-squares fit of log&00, against
log&og(5) yields a slope of —1.010+0.019, giving an ac-
curate indication that 0, , diminishes in inverse propor-
tion to g(5).
In another sequence of runs, we have studied the
dependence of 0, , on the plasma density no. In order to
keep the potential drop ~4(5)
~
constant, the sheath thick-
ness 5 (measured in Debye lengths) must remain fixed.
Since A, D ~no ', this means that the physical dimen-
sions of the control volume decrease as we increase no
(the aspect ratio is also held fixed at 2a/5=1). From
Eqs. (22)—(24) we then see that the particle number must
be chosen to satisfy N ~ ND ~ n 0 ' if 0 is to remain un-
changed from run to run.
Since the variation of 0, , with no is relatively weak,
we double the plasma density between consecutive runs.
As illustrated in Fig. 9(a), there is a systematic increase of
8, , with the logarithm of no In F. ig. 9(b) we also show,
on a log-log plot, the variation of 0, , with the plasma
parameter ND ( o-no ' ). From a least-squares fit we
find that O, , cx-ND ' —+, which agrees reasonably
well with the theory presented below.
E. Dependence of 8, , on sheath parameters
Finally, we examine how various physical properties of
the sheath influence the angular dispersion 0, , The
principal physical parameters characterizing the sheath
are the ion current density J=qnzuo across the sheath
and the sheath thickness d =A,D5 and potential
V= —muo@(5)/q. Only two of these quantities may be
independently varied —they are related, in a rather com-
plicated manner, by the model of Sec. III. In most cases



















is a good approximation. For brevity, we shall confine
our attention here to independently varying the sheath
thickness d and the plasma density no.
A sequence of runs corresponding to the values
5=6, 12, 18, . . . , 48 of the dimensionless sheath thickness
was performed, with all other quantities held fixed. Note
that the potential drop ~C&(5)
~
across the sheath increases
monotonically with 5, as determined by Eq. (17). In or-
der to keep the superparticle factor 0 constant, the actu-
al number N of simulation particles used from run to run
was made proportional to the integral (22).
Since the ion stream velocity increases by a factor
&I —2@(5)across the sheath, we should expect that 8, ,
















final stream velocity ri(5)
20
FIG. 8. (a) Angular dispersion 0, , vs the sheath thickness 5
for a series of runs with the superparticle factor 0 held con-
stant. (b) A log-log plot of 0, , against the final stream velocity
g(5) =&1—2W(5) for the same sequence of runs; the dashed
line represents a least-squares fit.
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plasma density no (arbitrary units)
2 4 8 16 32 64
























FIG. 9. (a) Angular dispersion 0„, vs the logarithm of the
plasma density no for a series of runs with 0 constant. (b) A
log-log plot of 0, , against the plasma parameter ND defined by





while the dynamical-friction coefficient (b,v) ) vanishes
in this limit (the above also represent bounds on the
diffusion coefficients, for any value of mv /2kT, so the
arguments that follow may alternately be regarded as es-
tablishing a bound on the angular dispersion).
Now in general we may expect to find different "tem-
peratures, "
kT~= —,'m(v„+v ) and kT~~=m((v, —u) ), (40)
celerates at a rate determined by the Child-Langmuir
field —while the Chandrasekhar theory described in Sec.
II is specific to inertial frames.
We will not attempt a rigorous justification for our
current usage. The rederivation of expressions (1) and (2)
for noninertial frames is a formidable task, beyond our
present scope. As we shall presently see, the effects that
concern us occur primarily within a few Debye lengths of
the plasma-sheath boundary, where the field is relatively
weak. Also, noninertial corrections to the transverse
coefficient ((b,v~) ) are expected to be less important
than those to ( b, u
~~
) or ( (b, u
~~
) ), which measure changes
in the field direction.
Noting that x =mv~/2kT in expressions (1) and (2), it
may be verified by use of L'Hopital's rule that for a test
particle at rest (v =0) the velocity-difFusion coefficients
have the limiting values
lim ((hv~) ) =2 lim ((hu~~) )
v~0 v~0
1/2
VI. COMPARISON WITH DIFFUSION THEORY
In Sec. II we noted several arguments against making
use of the Chandrasekhar "dynamical-friction" and
"diffusion" coefficients (1) and (2) in the present context.
Nevertheless, if we temporarily suspend these arguments
and apply expressions (1) and (2) regardless, a plausible
explanation for the exponent k =0.294 in the 0, , ~0
law discussed in Sec. V B can be identified.
The transverse coefficient ((hv~) ) is the quantity of
principal interest, since, over the sheath extent, the frac-
tional changes that ( b, v~~ ) and ((b v~~ ) ) incur in the final
ion stream velocity are small and have a negligible
influence on 0, , Now the appropriate speed v of the
"test" particle to be used in expression (2) is not the
stream velocity u(z) given (in units of uo) by (19), since
the background "field" particles are also moving at this
speed —we are confronted again with the dilemma that
test particles are also field particles; the speed of the
former relative to the latter is not unambiguously defined.
We can circumvent this problem by applying expres-
sions (2) in a reference frame moving toith the local stream
velocity. In such a frame, a "test" particle is typically sta-
tionary (v =0) relative to the background, whereas the
"field" particles have random motions which define the
background "temperature. " It must be admitted, of
course, that the adopted frame is noninertial —it ac-
in the longitudinal and transverse directions. We assume
that the value to be used on the right-hand side of (39) is
the mean, T= —', T~+ —,'T~. With the definitions (40), we
can identify expression (39) as the rate at which 2kT~/m
or 2k T~i /m increases with time. Thus, writing




d kTl 2q nlnA m
dz m 3(2~) ~em u kT
(41)
d 6 4 0 v2lng
d g 9v'2' N VB
(42)
where No is the plasma parameter given by (23), and we
have used the fact that v(g)g(g)—:1 by conservation of
the ion flux.
Assuming 8=0 at (=0 and taking lnA to be roughly
and assuming T~ = Tll =0 at z =0, it follows from the
above that T~(z):—T~~~(z) = T(z). Since n and u are known
functions of z, (41) amounts to a first-order, nonlinear
equation that determines the unique temperature T(z) as
a function of distance into the sheath.
To cast Eq. (41) in a dimensionless form appropriate
for comparison with the simulations, we write
kT/m =uo6 and then replace q, m, n, u, and z by Qq,
Qm, 0 nov, uori, and Log. After simplification, this
gives
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compared to the predicted exponent in expression (45).
Again, this may be attributed in part to the lnA factor,
although other systematic effects must be primarily re-
sponsible.
The scaling behavior of 0, , with q(5) and Nn predict-
ed by expression (45) is also seen to be in good agreement
with the results presented in Sec. VE where the sheath
thickness and plasma density were varied. Apart from
elucidating the observed scaling relationships, however,
Eq. (45) should not be expected to give accurate quantita-
tive agreement with the simulation results. In addition to
the many simplifications invoked in deriving (45), one
may note that since the superparticle factor is quite large
(10 (A(10 ), the difference between its measured ex-
ponent of 0.294+0.004 and the value —,' in (45) is alone
sufficient to cause appreciable differences.
Note that for physical sheaths ( 0= 1 ) the plasma pa-
rameter N~ assumes the role of the superparticle factor
in the simulations, in terms of characterizing the "graini-
ness" of the sheath field. In other words, reducing N~ by
a given factor has the same effect on 0„,as increasing 0
by the same factor. Since Nn 0- no
' if uo (i.e., the elec-
tron temperature T, ) is held constant, expression (45) in-
dicates a very weak dependence on the plasma density:
I9, , ~ n 0 . This is consistent with the data shown in Fig.
9(a).
plasma-sheath boundary and taking the electrons into ac-
count, we write




where the function InA(g) is supposed to describe the di-
minution of Debye screening with penetration into the
sheath [its variation is relatively weak; the upper cutoff
/3, „ increases from unity to —105 (see Sec. V above)].
Under typical discharge conditions we expect eo 1, and
the initial-temperature term will dominate the sheath
term in (46); for a physical sheath, set 0= l.
Qualitatively, the above results may be understood by
regarding the ion transport problem as an adiabatic ex-
pansion, in which the "self-collision" time [see Eq. (5-26)
in [1]) is small compared to the "expansion" (sheath-
traversal) time for typical sheath parameters. Under
such circumstances, one expects the transverse ion tem-
perature Ti to be roughly constant, while the longitudi-
nal temperature Tii varies as n [1]. This agrees qualita-
tively with the behavior seen in Fig. 11.
VII. DISCUSSION
A few qualifications regarding the application of the
above results to physical sheaths must be mentioned. We
have seen that, in our model, the measured angular
dispersion of the ion flux emerging from the sheath is due
mainly to Coulomb "heating" near the plasma-sheath
boundary, where the ion density is largest and the stream
velocity is smallest. However, our assumption of an
abruptly vanishing electron density that delimits this re-
gion from the plasma bulk is physically implausible; the
introduction of a more realistic electron distribution
would somewhat reduce (by virtue of its screening action)
the transverse ion temperature that is realized.
Furthermore, depending on the ion-neutral and ion-ion
"collisionality" in the plasma bulk, the assumption of a
perfectly "cold" ion flux entering the sheath is also
suspect. Any initial temperature of this flux would in-
crease the angular dispersion 0, , measured at the
cathode commensurately.
Since quantitative descriptions of the "presheath" re-
gion that separates the sheath from the plasma bulk are
still in a rudimentary state (see, for example, [20]) we
have chosen to omit these factors in our model. This also
serves to simplify the analysis of the simulation results
and to elucidate the essential physical behavior of an un-
screened ion flux.
However, we have already seen in Sec. VI that simple
diffusion theory explains the scaling of the angular
dispersion 0, , reasonably well. Phenomenological
descriptions of the effects of a finite initial ion tempera-
ture and a smoothly decreasing electron density can easi-
ly be incorporated in this theory. Thus, integrating Eq.
(42) from an initial temperature 80= kTo/mu 0%0 at the
We have shown empirically that, notwithstanding the
absence of (electron) Debye screening, discrete Coulomb
interactions are incapable of inducing a significant angu-
lar dispersion in the flux of ions traversing a unipolar
plasma sheath under typical discharge conditions. This
result may be attributable to the fact that even "non-
neutral" plasmas exhibit a form of Debye screening [23].
Ordinarily, the observed angular dispersion of the ion
flux will be determined by ion-neutral collisions and/or
the initial ion temperature at the plasma-sheath bound-
ary.
APPENDIX A: THE INTEGRATION SCHEME
To integrate the equations of motion (33), we have em-
ployed a fourth-order predictor-corrector scheme with
individually adjusted time steps, based on methods
developed for the gravitational N-body problem [26]. In
the present context, great accuracy in the integration of
ion trajectories is desired, since we wish to monitor devia-
tions from linearity that are typically very small.
Let a=d g/dr be the dimensionless acceleration of a
specific particle. As seen from Eq. (33), a is obtained by
summing contributions from the N —1 other particles
and the smooth field C~. If ao and a, ,a 2, a 3 are
computed accelerations of the given particle at its current
time ro and at earlier times r, , ~ z, ~ 3 (in order), then
the cubic polynomial
a(r) =ao+a[r, , rp](r rp)
+a[7 2 r I Vp](7 Tp)(7 7 I)'
+a[ 73 7 2 7 I 70]('T 'Tp)(7 1 I)(T 72)'
(Al)
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a[T 2, T „Tp]=
a[T 1 'Tp] —a[T 2, T, ]
70 7—2
(A2)
a[T—2T 1Tp] CX[T 3T 2T 1]
rz[T 2~ T 2T—1Tp—]=—
TQ 7 3
The above forms facilitate an efficient updating of the
coefficients in (Al) once the current time step for the
given particle has been executed.
To start up the integration scheme, we need initial
values for the backward-divided-differences (A2). These
may be obtained by a symbolic differentiation of Eq. (33)
three times, expressing the derivatives cz', a",a'" of the
acceleration a=('" explicitly in terms of the initial posi-
tions g' and velocities Ti=g' of the particles. The N-body
term gives rise to rather cumbersome expressions, which
are enumerated in [26]. For the smooth-field term in (33),
differentiating a =Cs(f ) three times gives
a'=(q V)es
a"=(a V)@s+(g V) Cs,
a"'=(a' V)Is+3(TI V)(a V)Cs+(g V) Cs,
(A3}
where V is the spatial gradient operator 8/Bg. In order
to evaluate the above quantities at the location gk of
each particle, we need all derivatives —in Cartesian
coordinates —of the potentials (17) and (31) to fourth or-
der; their computation is tedious but straightforward.
Backward-divided-differences are then obtained from
the derivatives ap, ap', ap" at time ~0 by choosing
70 7 k =k 57 and equating the coefficients of each




Q(T) —Qp+CXp(T Tp)+ (T Tp) + (T Tp)
(A4)
An adaptive time-step selection procedure was used, al-
lowing a uniformly accurate integration of particle trajec-
tories under Auctuating force fields or close encounters.
Typically, the nominal distance traveled by any ion in a
single time step does not exceed 5% of the sheath thick-
ness, and the nominal fractional change in its speed or ac-
celeration is also no more than 5%.
that interpolates these values is used to step the particle
to the new time ~1.
Integrating (Al) from Tp to Ti once and twice gives pre-
dicted increments for the particle velocity and location;
"correction" terms may then be added after the particle
acceleration a, at time ~, has been computed by means of
an explicit summation in Eq. (33). Since the particles
proceed on an "asynchronous" time front, a lower-order
extrapolation of their coordinates to the common time ~1
is required in order to compute a, .
In Eq. (Al), the quantities a[T k . . ~ Tp] represent
first, second, and third backward-divided-differences of




As a check on the integration accuracy, we monitor
the "adjusted" system energy, defined at each instant in
terms of the particle locations g& and velocities 2Ik by
N N —1 N r„
~2+2~2)1/2
N
+ g 4s(gk )+b U . (A5)
k=1
Here the quantity 5 U represents the energy (kinetic plus
potential) of each particle absorbed at the cathode minus
that of each particle injected at the plasma-sheath bound-
ary during the course of the simulation. 4s(g') is the po-
tential associated with the smooth field Cs(g).
Since the total energy U given by (A5) is typically just
a small difference between large kinetic and potential
terms of opposite sign, we measure the cumulative error
APPENDIX B: POTENTIAL
OF A UNIFORM DISK
In cylindrical coordinates (r, P,z) the potential due to
a uniformly charged disk of radius a, centered on the ori-
gin in the plane z =0, is proportional to
+~ r'dq& dr'S r, z = —~ (r' 2rr'cosp+r +—z )' (B1)
Standard texts on potential theory [28,29] mention this
problem only in the trivial case r =0, for which we have
S(0,z }=21T[(z +a )' —~z
~ ] . (B2)
In order to determine the potential (28) at arbitrary
points in the simulation control volume, we need pro-
cedures to evaluate (B1) at nonzero values of r.
Treating the integral over p first, we use [30, Eqs.
291.00 and 110.06]
1/2
f +~ de—~ &a —bcose 4E(k)&a +b 2ba+b (B3)
where K(k) denotes the complete elliptic integral of the
first kind,
final initial
relative to the sum of the absolute values of the kinetic
and potential energies. Fractional errors were confined
to the range 10 -10 for the simulations described
herein. The longest runs took several CPU days on an
IBM RS/6000 540 computer.
Finally, we note that efficient N-body schemes have
been formulated [27] based on updating the force contri-
butions of "near neighbors" and distant particles at
different frequencies. This can give a significant speedup,
the computing cost being roughly proportional to N' in-
stead of N for large N. Since our main interest here is to
assess the contributions of interactions on different length
scales to the (small) overall defiections of particles, how-
ever, we opt against the nearest-neighbor method because
of concerns that it may incur a subtle systematic bias be-
tween short- and long-range interactions.
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(1—k sin P)' (B4)
convergent for 0(k (1. Thus the first term of (B8}con-
tributes
For 0 (k & 1, this may be readily evaluated using the
convergent series










Thus we may express the potential (B1) in the form
E( k )r'dr'Sr, z =4
0 [( i+ )2i 2]1/2
(B5)
S2(r, z)= 2~(—r +z )' (B13)
The final term in (B8) is amenable to integration by
parts. Differentiating the logarithmic factor and in-
tegrating r cosy, we obtain
to S(r,z), while the contribution of the second term is
evidently just
where k= 4rr'(r'+r) +z
1/2
(B6)
This integral does not appear to admit any further
straightforward reduction explicitly in terms of elliptic
functions. Except for the singularity of K at r ' = r when
z =0, however, it is not difficult to treat numerically.
We can also approach (Bl) by integrating over r' first.
Thus, making use of the standard result [31],
—[r sinipln[(r +z )'i —r cosy]]0
+fr sin cyder
(r +z )' rcos—y
(B14)
g=(r +z )' rcosy— (B15)
for the integral of this term from 0 to m. . The first expres-
sion above clearly vanishes, while the second may be





the integral over r' yields the following four terms
(a 2ar c sop+ir +—z )'i —(r +z )'i
into the integral
f Ir +z211/2+r [ —(2+2(r +z2) i g —z2]ii&
( „2+ 2)1/2
dg.
The latter may be evaluated by using the result [31]
f (ax +2bx+c)' dx
(B16)
+r cosy ln[(a —2ar cosqi+r +z )' +a —r cosy] =(ax +2bx+c)'i— sin
ax+ b
(b —ac )
—r cosy ln[(r +z )' —r cosip], (B8)
which must then be integrated separately with respect to
In each case, it suffices to take twice the value of the
integral over ipC[0, ~] since these terms are all even
functions of y.
To investigate the first term in (B8), we use [30, Eqs.
291.05, 315.02, and 110.07]:
—&—c sin 6X +C
~x ~(b ac)'— (B17)
where a & 0 and c & 0. Taking the difference between
(B17) evaluated at (r +z )'i +r and (r +z )'i r, we-
find that the contribution of the last term in (B8) to the
potential is
f &a bcos8d8=—2&a +b E(k), k =0 2ba+&
' 1/2
S4(r,z)=2m[(r +z )' —~zi] . (B18)
(B10)
where the complete elliptic integral of the second kind
E(k)= f (1—k sin iI})' dit0
Note that the first part of (B18) cancels the contribution
(B13).
The integral of the third term in (B8}does not appear
to have a simple resolution into elementary or elliptic
functions. If we try to use integration by parts again to
remove the logarithm, we obtain the form
2





has the power-series representation
r —ar coscp+z r sin tpdy






after some manipulation. This has no further obvious
reduction; we therefore resort to a numerical quadrature
for the third term in (B8).
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